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C h a p te r 1 In tr o d u c tio n

The study of pattern formation and transitions in non-equilibrium, non-linear
systems has been a very active and fruitful research area during the last two
decades. People have studied physical, chemical, biological, ecological and eco
nomical systems among others. Among these vastly different systems, s imilar pat
terns and some universal routes to pattern formation and pattern selection have
been observed. Usually, as the system’s control param eter varies, the equilibrium
state loses stability and various non-uniform spatio-temporal patterns are formed
outside equilibrium1. These patterns include static and steady spatial periodic
structure, periodic bulk oscillation, propagation of a wave front or pulse, travel
ing wave trains, chaotic behaviors and turbulence. To understand these patterns
and the route from the equilibrium state to the chaotic or turbulence state is a
long-standing challenging research goal.
Historically, the research in this area has been concentrated on hydrodynamic
and chemical systems.2,3 The advantage of hydrodynamic systems is th at the basic
equations and param eter values are well understood, and well-controlled quantita
tive experiments can be carried out. In these systems, the convection patterns arise
as the system is driven away from the static equilibrium states. The well-studied
hydrodynamic systems include the celebrated Rayleigh-Benard system of a fluid
heated from below,1,2 the Rayleigh-Taylor problem of superposed fluids,2 and the
binary-fluid system of fluids enforced with opposite density gradients.4 For these
systems, the linear theory and the corresponding classification of patterns formed
from the linear instability are well-developed.1 For systems far beyond threshold,
some qualitative theory based on model equations has been developed. Near the
1
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initial instability, the system may often be described theoretically by simple equa
tions of universal form, known as amplitude equations. In the strongly nonlinear
domain further above the threshold, it is possible to derive simple phase equations
by perturbing about an ideal periodic structure1.
On the other hand, studies in chemical systems are based on model reactiondiffusion equations.3,5 Early research was mostly on simplified model systems, such
as the FitzHugh-Naugmo model, and the Brusselator. Recent efforts have focused
on realistic chemical reactions such as the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction and the
iodate-arsenous acid reaction.3 These chemical systems demonstrate very rich dy
namics including chemical wavefronts, target patterns, periodic wavetrains, spiral
waves and 3-D scrolls. In the last decade, it has been established th at such dy
namics can be described in the framework of reaction-diffusion equations.3,6
In this research, we study convective pattern formation and transitions induced
by chemical wave propagation. In the pure hydrodynamic systems, the convective
patterns arise as the results of the externally applied forces, such as therm al flow,
centrifugal force or gravity.1,2 In the pure reaction-diffusion systems, the concentra
tion patterns are formed as the results of nonlinear reaction and diffusion effects.3,6
In all realistic reaction systems, the mass density gradients result from the compo
sitional change of the reaction or the thermal expansion due to the reaction heat.5
Experimental evidence of convection induced by chemical waves can be traced back
to the earliest experiments in the BZ reaction. But since the early experiments were
designed to study the pure chemical concentration patterns, convection was delib
erately suppressed. Recent experiments on the effect of convection on chemical
patterns show th at convection not only changes the speed of chemical waves, but
also modify the form of the concentration patterns, and can even completely de
stroy the pattern.7,8 In this dissertation, we study chemical waves in two different
2
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chemical reactions, i.e. pulse propagations in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction
and wavefront propagations in the iodate-arsenous acid reaction. The reactiondiffusion mechanisms of the p a ttern formation in the absence of convection in two
systems are well-understood.3,6 We concentrate on the convection patterns as in
duced by the propagation of chemical concentration waves. We explore the mutual
interaction of chemical concentration patterns and the convection patterns. The
instability in these systems is driven by the complex internal reaction flow instead
by controlled external conditions.
Most studies of convection in the chemical reactions have been on the linear
stability analyses.7,8 These studies are very important to understand the type of
instability in these system and possible patterns above the onset of convection. To
obtain stable patterns above the onset, we may have to employ numerical methods,
due to the strong nonlinearities of the governing equations. In fact, even some linear
analysis requires the use of numerical calculations. Therefore, using the standard
reaction-diffusion equations coupled with the hydrodynamic equations, we explore
the convective pattern formation of these systems above the critical points by
direct numerical simulation. We found several different stable convection patterns
accompanying chemical waves. These patterns include a single-roll anti-symmetric
pattern, and two-roll asymmetric and symmetric patterns. The convection flow
changes the chemical wave speed as well as deforms the waveforms. Since the direct
simulation of Navier-Stokes equation is particularly demanding in computer time,
we also propose a new finite expansion method to solve the time-dependent Poisson
equation. This expansion scheme proves to be more efficient as well as being capable
of uncovering the underlying components of the complicated convection patterns.
In the next chapter, we first present our theory and the numerical method as
applied to the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. Then in C hapter 3, we use a similar
3
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method to study the transition of convection patterns in the iodate-arsenous acid
reaction. Finally in Chapter 4, we summarize our results, and discuss possible
future directions in this field.

4
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C h a p te r 2 C onvective C h e m ic a l W ave P ro p a g a tio n
in th e B e lo u so v -Z h a b o tin sk y R e a c tio n

2.1 C o n v e c tio n in chem ical re a c tio n s
In the past two decades, chemical oscillations and pattern formation in non
equilibrium chemical systems have been interesting and fruitful research areas.1
Many phenomena, such as reaction front propagation, target patterns, spiral waves,
and periodic wavetrains, can be described by reaction-diffusion mechanisms. Nev
ertheless, as most experiments are performed in aqueous solutions, convection in
evitably comes into play in these processes as different chemical compositions in
duce density gradients.2 Experiments by McManus et al. and Masere et al? in the
iodate-arsenous acid system have shown that upward propagating fronts are curved
and their velocities are enhanced for large tube diameters (> 1.1 m m ), while for
small tube diameters (< 0.94 mm) and downward propagating waves, the front is
flat and propagates with constant speed independent of tube diameter.2’3 For tube
diameters between 1.1 mm and 2.3 mm. they observed nonaxisymmetric curved
wavefront. If the diameter exceeded 2.3 mm, a completely axisymmetric wavefront
is observed. For the strongly exothermic Iron(II)-Nitric acid system, Bazsa et al.4
observed th at the speed of the front is very sensitive to the width of the tube and
the orientation with respect to gravity. Ascending fronts propagate faster than
pure reaction-diffusion fronts and descending fronts propagate with velocities up
to 80 times the velocity of pure reaction-diffusion fronts. Nagypal and coworkers5
have shown th a t the front speed in the chlorite-thiosuifate reaction depends on
the direction of propagation with respect to the gravitational field. A series of
delicate experiments in petri dishes by H. Miike et al.6 have established that con
vective rolls are associated with chemical waves in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ)
6
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reaction. They also observed oscillatory hydrodynamic flow and periodic deforma
tion of wavefronts induced by spiral wave propagation.6 A recent experiment by
Menzinger and coworkers7 in a vertical tube has further dem onstrated the onset
of convection and the occurrence of turbulence induced by upward chemical wave
propagation. In actual experiments, many external factors may affect the onset
of convection, such as surface tension, surface evaporative cooling or even inhomo
geneities in the reagents. Nevertheless, the experiments by H. Miike et al.6 strongly
indicate that hydrodynamic flow can exist in the absence of these external effects,
being induced exclusively by chemical waves in the BZ reaction. In this chapter,
we consider the convective flows resulting from chemical wave propagation in the
BZ reaction.
Chemical waves may induce a density gradient within the wave profile either by
changes in chemical composition or by changes in tem perature owing to reaction
exothermicity.2 According to the estimate of Pojman et al.,2 the BZ reaction is
not a highly exothermic; its small increase in temperature across the front is only
about 0.1°C. In fact, since the typical thermal diffusivities ( « I0~3 cm2/s) are
about 100 times greater than typical molecular diffusivities (~ 10-5 cm2/s), any
thermal gradient can be rapidly smoothed out by thermal diffusion, leaving the
density gradient practically the same as the purely compositional density gradient
at the higher tem perature of the reacted fluid. Previous calculations on the iodatearsenous acid reaction have justified this argument.8 Therefore, we consider only
the density gradient induced by changes in chemical composition. Even though
a complete description of the experiments in cylinders and petri dishes requires
the use of three dimensional geometry, we will confine our attention to the simpler
two-dimensional slab geometry. The problem in the cylinder is much more compli
cated because of its three-dimensional nature and the singularity a t the origin in
7
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cylindrical coordinates. Previous calculations for the iodate-arsenous acid reaction
in a two-dimensional slab9 predicted a critical width for the onset of convection
which agrees with experiments in a cylinder. The experimental measurements in
petri dishes by using a two-dimensional spectrophotometry6 show that the lateral
flow velocity induced by a target pattern is negligible compared to the strong flow
velocity in the direction of the chemical wave propagation, further suggesting th a t
the slab geometry is a good approximation.
Based on this simplified model, we investigate the onset of convection induced
by chemical wave propagation in the BZ reaction for both vertical and horizon
tal slabs. For vertical slabs, we find critical slab widths for both ascending and
descending waves. If the slab width is greater than the critical width, the wave
curves and the chemical wave velocity increases due to two counter-rotating rolls.
For the horizontal slab, convection is always present and the wave velocity increases
monotonically with the slab width. Two different wavefront shapes represent two
possible density profiles in the BZ reaction. The present work is, as far as we know,
the first nonlinear theoretical treatment for convective wave propagation in the BZ
reaction. Our results are compared with current experiments.

8
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2.2 E q u a tio n s o f M o tio n
2.2.1 Basic Equations
To describe the reaction-diffusion waves in the BZ reaction, we use the two
variable Oregonator model coupled with diffusion. This model provides a good
description of oscillations, bistability, expanding target patterns, and spiral waves
in the BZ reaction:1,10,11
du
1 ,
,
, u —q ,
— = D V 2u + - ( u - u 2 - f v — ± ,
at
s
u+q
= D V 2v + (u -

v)

.

,

2.1

(2.2)

Here u and v respectively represent the dimensionless concentrations [HBr02] and
[Ce4+], and f . q , e , and D are constants related to the chemical kinetics and initial
chemical concentrations.10,11 For a typical experimental recipe used to investigate
waves in excitable BZ reagent and by using the uLo” kinetic values cataloged
by Tyson,1 we have a scaling with spatial unit of 0.018 cm and a time unit of
21 seconds.11 Under this scaling, those constants are / = 3, s = 0.01. q = 2 x
10~4, and D = l . 11 Here we have used the dimensional molecular diffusivity Dc =
1.5 x 10-5 cm2/sec. This scaling was first introduced by W. Jahnke11 to simulate
the vortex dynamics of spiral waves, which makes the diffusivityequal to one
instead of e.

Eqs. (2.1)

and (2.2) have a stable steady state (us,v 3) with us =

vs = [yj(q + f - l ) 2 + 4g(l + f ) - (q + f — l)]/2. For our choice of parameters
and dimensionless units, u 3 = 3.9984 x 10-4 . It has been shown that this system
is excitable if / > 1 + >/2. This means th at a strong enough localized perturbation
around the steady state will eventually develop into a propagating pulse as shown
in Fig. 2.1. Inside the pulse, u first deviates from the steady state quickly (fast
variable), which triggers the initial increase of v (slow variable). After u reaches its
9
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Fig. 2.1 Pulse profiles of traveling wave solutions to Eqs. (2.1-2.2). The pulse
travels with a constant speed of C — 17.41 in dimensionless unit (8.95 m m /m in).
The arrows indicate the locations of the front and the tail. The solid and dashed
lines represent the variables u and v respectively.
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maximum value (% 0.856), it gradually recovers to the steady state. It should be
pointed out th a t both u and v have extended recovery tails, even though u s tail
is indistinguishable from the u = 0 line since it is so close to the steady state. For
later reference, we define the position at which u goes above umax/2 = 0.428 as the
front position and the position at which u goes below 0.428 as the tail position, as
indicated by arrows in Fig. 2.1. This pulse propagates with constant dimensionless
speed of 17.41, or 8.95 m m /m in in the conventional units.
To account for the convection of chemical species, we have to couple the hy
drodynamic equations of motion with the above reaction-diffusion equations, which
leads to the following set of equations:
^ + ( y . V)K =
at

- i V P + ^V 2V- ,
po

p0

V •V = 0
^

(jt

+ V -V

u

,

(2.4)

= D V 2u + - (u - u2 - f v ^ — 1 ) ,
c

(2.3)

U + <J

du
-* —
*
— + V' • Vv = D V 2v + (u —v) .

(2.5)
(2.6)

Here, V is the fluid velocity, P is the reduced pressure and is related to the conven
tional pressure by P = p —po(9xX+9zz)- 9 = (9x-9z) is the acceleration of gravity, v
is the kinematic viscosity, and D is the molecular diffusivity. By writing equations
in this form, all hydrodynamic variables are expressed in terms of the scaling of
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). T hat is, g = 980cm-sec~2 x (21sec)2/(0.018cm) = 2.4 x 107,
v = 9.2 x 10_3cm2-sec-1 x (21sec)/(0.018cm)2 = 5.96 x 102.

11
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2.2.2 Basic Assumptions and Simplifications
To complete our equations, we need another relation between density and
chemical concentration. For m ost known reactions, the density variation due to the
change in chemical composition is quite small, being typically of order 10- 4 . We
can therefore assume a linear dependence of density on the chemical concentrations:
p = po[l - /3u (u - u 3) - (3v(v - v3)\

.

(2.7)

Here, po is the density of the bulk fluid, and 8U and f3v are the coefficients of linear
expansion due to the compositional change of u and v. Pojman et al.2 suggest that
the density change may mostly occur during the catalyst oxidation process, so the
density should mainly depend on v. But the long tail of v requires a very large
mesh to simulate single pulse propagation. Consequently, a much longer computer
time is required for each iteration. Furthermore, since the Oregonator is a simplified
model of the BZ reaction, it may not precisely account for the chemical dependence
of the fluid variables. Since there exist no definitive experimental results about the
relative importance of (3U and (3V, we here assume that the density only depends
on u for this first calculation.12 This simplification will still show the effects of a
pulse-like density profile. As u ’s profile is much more confined than v's profile, we
can use a smaller mesh and reduce our computational time. In this case, Eq. (2.7)
simplifies to:
P = Po[l ~ 0(u ~ «*)]

•

(2.8)

If f3 > 0 in Eq. (2.8), the reacting region is less dense than the remaining fluid.
Existing experimental data indicate that the sign of (3 depends on the catalysts
used in the BZ reaction.13 In a vertical-tube experiment for Mn2+—catalysed BZ
12
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reaction, Menzinger et al.7 observed the onset of convection and acceleration of
chemical waves for upward propagation: while for downward propagation, they
observed steady propagation without convection, thus concluding th at the reacting
region is lighter than the steady fluid (0 > 0).7 In contrast, an estimate made for
Ce2+- and Fe2+-catalysed BZ reaction by Pojm an et al.2 indicates that the reacting
fluid should be heavier than the remaining fluid (0 < 0). We will first study the
case where the reacting fluid is lighter (0 > 0), and later the opposite case (0 < 0).
The magnitude of 0 can be obtained from experimental measurements of
the isothermal fractional density difference 6 = (po — p)/Po for bulk oscillating
fluid using 0 = S/(umax - u3). Here umax — us ^ 0.856. The only experimental
measurement7 for S in the Mn2+-catalysed BZ reaction gives the extremely small
value S % 10-7 . Another estimate2 based on the molar volume change in the Fe2+catalyzed BZ reaction gives 5 = 2 x 10~°. For other chemical waves, namely the
iodate-arsenous acid reaction and the iron-nitric acid reaction, S = 1.3 x 10-4 and
5.5 x 10-4 respectively.3,4 Thus, estimates of 0 vary widely for different reactions
and different catalysts used. In the present calculation, we take 0 = 2.0 x 10- 3 .
Compared to the above data, this value is somewhat large. We choose this value
because the two variable Oregonator is a simplified model of the BZ reaction, so an
exact value for 0 will not lift the uncertainty introduced by the reaction-diffusion
model. The choice of a somewhat large 0 makes our calculations computationally
more efficient, and are expected to give the correct qualitative behavior. W ith
these simplifications, our results should be considered as qualitative one obtained
from this very first convective model of a pulse-like chemical wave.
We can eliminate the reduced pressure and satisfy continuity identically by
defining the stream function ip as
dip
v ■= i '

dip
'
13
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' 2-9>

and the vorticity u; as
w = V 2V» .

Combining with Eq. (2.8), we can
du>

d(ip.uj)

(2.10)

rewrite the equations as
du

du

_2

(2U)

m = -d^7)+0g‘s i ' 09lTz+ "v u '
du
d(ip, u)
1 ,
2 , u —q
ti2 - /f uv - — -i )
-7— = -57——f + D V 2u
u + - (u - u2
d(x, z)
e
u+
u
+ q
dv
dt

.
'

d(tl>,v)
+ £>V2u + (u —v ) .
d(x, z)

(2.12)
v

(2.13)

where we have used the Jacobi operator
d ( f i , f 2)
d(x, z)

3 /i d / 2
dx dz

df2dfx
d x dz

(2.14)

Eqs. (2.10-2.13) completely define our problem. The boundary conditions are no
slip boundary conditions for the fluid velocity and no-flow boundary conditions for
the chemical concentrations at the slab walls. We also require zero fluid velocity far
ahead and far behind the pulse, as there should be no density gradient there. For
the chemical concentrations, we use the fixed steady state far ahead of the pulse
and the equal slope boundary conditions far behind the pulse to allow for the slow
recovery of u and v.

14
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2.3 N u m e ric a l M e th o d
2.3.1 Finite Expansion Method
The system of Eqs. (2.10-2.13) was solved numerically in a two-dimensional
slab. Viscous boundary conditions require no fluid velocity and no chemical flow
at the walls. The convectionless reaction-diffusion equation (Eq. 2.1-2.2) can be
solved efficiently by employing a rectangular grid on the spatial domain. The time
evolution can be obtained with either an implicit or explicit Euler method. Once
coupled to the Navier-Stokes equations the difficulty of the numerical simulation lies
in solving Eq. (2.10), which is a Poisson equation. The dynamics of the equation
requires solving the Poisson equation as time evolves. A successive over-relaxation
method proved to be too costly since it required several iterations to converge for
every time step. An improvement was found using a cyclic reduction method. This
method is used by the GENBUN subroutine of the FISHPAK package17. The
number of operations used by this method is roughly proportional to 0 ( m * n *
log2 (n)) for a mesh of size m x n, where n is the number of grid points in the
direction perpendicular to the wave propagation. In an effort to speed up our
calculations we developed a method based on the finite mode truncation of the
stream function, which has a running in the order of 0 ( m * n * k), where k is
the number of base functions used in the truncation. Our finite mode truncation
method is good when the system can be accurately simulated by a small number
of base functions or when the grid number n is large. This method runs at least
3 times faster than the GENBUN subroutine for our calculations. An additional
advantage of this method is that the finite truncation makes use of axisymmetric
and nonaxisymmetric functions. This allows a better interpretation of the physical
results based on the symmetry of the base functions. This method is very useful
15
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in discovering the underlying patterns for this problem. Since we use the similar
numerical methods in both the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction and the iodatearsenous acid reaction, we present the details of the finite truncation method here.
The chemical concentration (u, v) and the vorticity (a;) are obtained after
a small time step using time evolution Eqs. (2.11-2.13). Once the vorticity is
obtained, the stream function (ip) at the next time step is obtained by solving the
Poisson equation defined by Eq. (2.10). Since we are requiring zero fluid velocity at
the walls, the corresponding boundary conditions for the stream functions are ip — 0
and dip/ dz — 0 at the vertical walls. These boundary conditions can be met by
expanding the stream function in a series of complete orthononnal eigenfunctions
of the operator d4/cte4:
= X^T-m •

(2-15)

satisfying Tm = dTm/d x = 0 at x — ± | . There are two classes of these functions:
Cm are even function, and S m are odd function. The functions, their eigenval
ues and their integral values are tabulated by Chandrasekar15. Accordingly, we
approximate the stream function by a truncated expansion,
N

ip(x,z,t) = y~] Am(z,t)Tm(x/d) ,

(2.16)

m=l

where d is the wall separation. Truncating the series provides a good approximation
near the onset of convective. This expansion converges quite rapidly for the Unear
stabifity analysis of chemical waves in the iodate-arsenous acid reaction.14 We also
expect th at this truncation will give good results even when the system is quite
above the onset provided that the convective pattern is not too compUcated. These
functions automatically satisfy no-shp boundary conditions at the vertical walls.
Away from the front in the vertical direction we require that the velocity field
16
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vanish, therefore imposing ip(±oc) —> 0. This method can be modified to include
other types of boundary conditions, such as free boundary conditions, or one free
surface and a fixed wall, by choosing the appropriate base functions in Eq. (2.15),
i.e. using all even or odd function , or using the half space domain from 0 to d/2
of the functions.
We project the vorticity and stream function onto Tn to eliminate the depen
dence on the x —direction. Substituting Eq. (2.16) into Eq. (2.10), multiplying Tn
on both sides of Eq. (2.16) and integrating over the slab width d, we get:
a2
(-> | T„) = g ^ A „ ( z , t )

dA'T
I Tn) ,

(2.17)

m
where
i r+d/%
( / I rn) = - /
f ( x ) T n (x/d)dx
d j -d/2
for a given f ( x ) . Furtherm ore, given the opposite parity of the functions Sm and
Cm, the equations decouple into a set of equations for the coefficients An (z,t) for
even functions and another set for odd functions. For example, if we choose a fourterm truncation including C x(x),C 2(x). S x(x) and S2(x), we will have two sets of
decoupled equations, each set containing two coupled equations. Projecting over
Cx(x) and C2(x) we have:
?2

2

2

f x(zA) = (cj ( x , z , t ) I C x{x)) = ~ ^ A x{zA) - ^ A x( z , t ) - ^ | - A 2{z,t) ,
f 2(z,t) = ( u { x , z A ) | C2(x)) = - ~ ^ A 2( z , t) - ~ ~ A x(z,t) - ^

A 2{z,t) ,

This system can be w ritten using a compact matrix notation as

d2 -

1

-

d ? A ~ d2 Q * A = /

17
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(2.18)

Here we define f ( z , t ) = (fm (z,t)) = (u/(x,z,t) | Cm(x)), A(z, t) = {Am(z, t)), and
Q = (?mn) = ( & c m (:c) | Cn (x)). The coefficients qmn are tabulated15. The hnear
system of coupled differential equations can be easily decoupled by transforming
to a new basis generated by the eigenvectors of the coefficient m atrix of Q:

* .2

-

-Ida'

= f

(2.i9)

Here A' = A-1 A, Q, J' = A~l f , D = AQA-1 is the diagonalized m atrix of Q,
and A is the eigenmatrix formed by the normalized eigenvectors of Q. Once the
equations are decoupled, the boundary value problem for the standard second order
differential equation can be solved either by the Green’s function method or with
a forward-backward substitution.16 In our calculations we find that the forwardbackward substitution is more efficient. To complete the solution of the Poisson
equation we need to carry out a similar calculation using the odd functions Si (x)
and S 2 {x). Once the coefficients A n (z.t) are computed, the stream function is
obtained by substituting those coefficients into Eq. (2.16). This process is repeated
successively for every time step.

2.3.2 Numerical Scheme
By using the above expansion method, the two-dimensional stream function
is effectively reduced to a one-dimensional problem, thus greatly simplifying the
work.

For our problem, we have used the one-term truncation with C\{x) as

well as four-term truncation including C\{x). Ci(x). Si (a;), and 52 (a;). One-term
truncation is a good approximation near the onset of convection. The coefficients
A m {z-1) become larger and the complexity of the convective flow increases as the
system is taken further above the onset of convection. A four-term truncation
18
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provides a good check on the validity of the one-term truncation as well as the
convergence of our expansion. If we define the maximum absolute values of A m (z, t)
as their amplitudes, in a typical calculation in a vertical slab with d = 0.5 mm,
A Cl = 1.646, A C2 = 0.059, A Sl = 0.210, and As, = 0.012. It is clear in this case
that the convective flow mainly contains the contributions of C\{x) and S i(x ), and
the contributions of Co(x) and 5a(re) are much smaller.
To make sure our numerical results are valid, we check our results in two
ways. First, we verify the results by using eight term truncation including C i(x)
to C4(x) and S \(x ) to S 4(x). This shows that the term s we ignored in the four
term truncation are very small and only the first four terms are the leading parts
of the stream function. Then we use the subroutine GENBUN from the FISHPAK
package for solving elliptic partial differential equations.17 We carry out similar
runs, and the results are the same. In both of these two verifications, the difference
of chemical speed as compared to the four term truncation is less than 0.25%.
It is known th a t the Oregonator model has stiff kinetics because of the small
ness of s. The explicit Euler method for this system requires a very small time
step. Switching to an implicit method allows a time step about 20 times larger.
The large value of u in Eq. (2.11) prevents us from using this larger time step when
coupled with convection. Consequently we simply use an explicit Euler method.
For a vertical slab with d = 0.5, we tried several meshes of different sizes to simu
late the wave propagation in a slab, we found that the mesh sizes 400 x 20, 300 x 20
and 200 x 20, give the same results. Therefore we use 200 x 20 mesh. Different
spatial intervals and time steps will also change the results. For a given spatial
interval, a smaller time step produces a more accurate computational result. We
decrease the time step until a further decrease of A t gives a difference in chemical
19
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speed less than 0.1%. In summary, our simulations are for 200 x 20 mesh with
Az = 0.1, Ax = 0.2, and A t = 2 x 10~6. Here we define z as the direction of wave
propagation and x as the direction perpendicular to z. We also change the mesh
size in the x-direction to get slabs of different widths.
We run simulations for fronts propagating in slabs of different widths. The ini
tial conditions consist of no fluid flow anywhere. The initial chemical-concentration
profiles are set to the convectionless reaction-diffusion pulse plus some small ran
dom perturbations in the vicinity of the front. The initial perturbation dies out if
the system is below the onset of convection. The fluid velocity gradually increases
if the system is above the onset of convection, and eventually reaches a steady
value. The convective flow travels with the chemical wave as it propagates along
the slab. Since we are using a finite size mesh, the wave will eventually reach the
end of the mesh. We can use a larger mesh to allow for longer evolution or solve
the system in a comoving frame. But after some test runs, we decided to shift the
whole system back whenever the pulse is close to the end. The way we determine
at what point we should shift the pulse back is to allow the wave propagate to the
end as close as possible while maintaining that there is no observable difference
after shifting. This m ethod has been compared to the two other methods and is
computationally more efficient.

20
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2.4 N u m e ric a l R e su lts
2.4.1. Ascending waves in a vertical slab
We investigated the onset of convection for both vertical and horizontal slabs
with a lighter reacted fluid (0 > 0). For ascending waves in a vertical slab with the
slab width less than or equal to 0.35 mm, chemical waves propagate upward with
the constant speed C = 17.41 and without any front deformation. In this case,
any initial perturbation eventually decays to zero. If the slab width is greater than
or equal to 0.37 mm, the initial perturbation gradually evolves into two counterrotating rolls propagating with the chemical wave in the vicinity of the front and
the tail respectively (Fig. 2.2(b)). Fig. 2.3 shows the convective fluid velocity
field and the shape of the chemical wave front and the tail. The underlying fluid
flow raises the wavefront on one side of the slab and lowers it on the opposite side.
The waveform and the velocity field are not exactly anti-axisymmetric, because
the solution includes contributions from the even functions C i(x), C ^ x ) as well as
the odd functions S \(x ), So(x). Above the onset of convection, the chemical wave
velocity increases almost linearly with the slab width (Fig. 2.4).
To understand the form of the wavefront and the direction of the rolls, we refer
to the eikonal relation for curved chemical wave propagation, C = CQ—D k , where
C is the normal velocity of a curved chemical waves, Ca is the wave velocity of a
flat front, D is the molecular diffusivity, and

k

is the curvature of the front. This

relation has been successfully applied to spiral waves in the BZ reaction10 as well
as to convective chemical waves in the iodate-arsenous acid system.8,14 In our case
(Fig. 2.3), the eikonal relation tends to flatten the front by increasing the velocity
on the left side ( k < 0) and reducing the velocity on the right side (k > 0). W ithout
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Fig. 2.2 Schematical representation of density profile induced by a chemical wave
propagation in the BZ reaction. For upward propagation (a), the front is unstable;
while for downward propagation, the tail is unstable. Above the onset of convection
(b), two counter-rotating rolls axe formed near the front and the tail. The front
curves and the chemical wave velocity increases.
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Fig. 2.3 An ascending wave in a vertical slab with d = 0.50 mm. The chemical
wave is propagating upward with the speed of C = 18.27 (9.40 mm/ min). The
largest fluid velocities in the upper roll and in the lower roll are 1.03 mm/ min
and 0.69 mm/min respectively. The velocity field and waveform are not exactly
anti-axisymmetric. The two curves represent the shapes of the front and the tail
respectively.
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Fig. 2.4 Chemical wave velocity as a function of slab w idth for a vertical slab. For
slab widths smaller than 0.35 mm, the chemical waves propagate upward with the
same velocity as the reaction-diffusion pulse. For slab widths greater than 0.37
m m , the convection is on and the chemical waves travel with speed greater t han
the reaction-diffusion waves.
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convection, the curved front would not be stable and would eventually evolve into
a flat front. The fluid motion balances the effect of the eikonal relation and allows
the curved front to propagate steadily. This explains the physical mechanism for
the formation of the first roll near the front. To explain the second roll near the tail,
we note that the density gradient near the tail is gravitationally stable and there
should be no fluid flow near the tail (Fig. 2.2(a)). But the front and the tail are
parts of an integrate pulse solution of the reaction-diffusion equations, so if the front
curves, the tail must correspondingly curve. The curved tail produces a gradient
in the horizontal direction which always leads to convection. Hence we may say
th at the formation of the first roll and the deformation of the front are caused by
the unstable density gradient near the front, while the less vigorous fluid motion
near the tail results from the curved tail enforced by the curved front. The upper
roll drives the passive lower roll. The fact that the upper roll is stronger and more
extended while the lower roll is weaker and narrower supports our argument. We
also observe that the front has a higher curvature than the tail, which is consistent
with our reasoning.
Above the onset of convection, we observe an almost linear increase of the
chemical wave velocity as indicated by Fig. 2.4. We can explain this behavior
qualitatively. For the reaction-diffusion equations, it has been shown th at molec
ular diffusion is the m ain factor limiting the speed of the chemical waves besides
kinetics parameters and initial concentrations.1 In fact, it can be proved1,10 that
the velocity is proportional to the square root of the molecular diffusivity v oc \J~D.
The macroscopic fluid motion helps the mixing of the chemical reagents by bringing
the unreacted fluid down and the reacted fluid up near the front of the chemical
waves, thereby increasing the speed of the chemical waves by effectively enhancing
25
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the macroscopic mass transport of chemical reagents.4 So far, the only experimen
tal report on BZ waves in vertical tubes did not measure the dependence of the
wave velocity on the tube diam eter,7 making it impossible to compare with our
results. Their large tube size (4.3 mm) renders their systems far above the onset of
convection, and may account for their observation of turbulence instead of steady
convective propagation.7
It may be worthwhile to mention an interesting phenomenon observed in our
simulations near the critical width. As we increase the slab width through the
critical width, the time required for decay of transients in the fluid velocity field
increases rapidly as we approach the critical width. After passing the critical point,
this time decreases with increasing slab width (Fig. 2.5). This is what is known
as critical slowing down,18 a clear indication of the existence of a critical point.
In fact, for one data point (d = 0.36 mm), we even observe slight initial growth
and then, later, decay to zero after a long time. This is due to the sensitivity of a
system to perturbations when the system is close to a critical point.18

2.4.2 Descending waves in a vertical slab
For downward propagation with 0 > 0, the instability occurs at the tail instead
of at the front. This is quite different from the situation of the iodate-arsenous acid
system, where the front geometry makes the downward propagation always stable
and convectionless.8,9 Because the density gradient near the tail is lower than near
the front, we expect that the downward waves should have a critical width larger
than for the upward waves. We carry out a similar calculation and we found a
critical width dc = 0.93 mm, considerably larger than the upward critical width
(dc = 0.35 mm). For descending waves above the onset of convection, we observe
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Fig. 2.5 Relaxation time from initial perturbation to steady wave propagation as
a function of slab width. Below the critical width, the relaxation time increases
rapidly as we are approaching to the critical point. Above the critical width, the
relaxation time drops rapidly as the system is taken further above the onset.
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Fig. 2.6 Fluid velocity field for a descending wave in a vertical slab with d = 1.0
mm. There is only one convective roll with the largest fluid velocity 5.50 m m /m in.
The tail is strongly curved, but the front is only slightly deformed. The wave
travels downward with a speed slightly faster(C = 17.46) than reaction-diffusion
wave (C0 = 17.41).
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Fig. 2.7 (a) Fluid velocity field for a horizontal slab with d = 0.50 mm and 0 > 0.
(b) Fluid velocity field for a horizontal slab with d = 0.50 mm and 0 < 0. The
chemical wave is traveling to the right at the speed of 10.55 m m /m in and the
largest fluid velocities in the two rolls are 2.60 m m / m in and 1.98 m m / m in .
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only one convective roll near the tail instead of two counter-rotating rolls (Fig.
2.6). The tail is strongly deformed to a sine-like form while the front is only slightly
curved. Consequently, even though the convective flow near the tail is very strong
, with the largest fluid velocity of 5.50 mm/min being comparable to the chemical
wave speed, it travels only slightly faster (C = 17.46 or 8.98 m m /m in) than a pure
reaction-diffusion wave (CQ = 17.41). This means that the front of the pulse in the
BZ reaction determines the chemical wave speed. No m atter how the tail curves
or how strong the flow behind the front is, if the front is not greatly deformed,
the pulse will still be traveling with the reaction-diffusion speed. In this case, we
can not determine the presence of convection by observing the change of chemical
wave speed. This is somewhat similar to the case of the iron-nitric acid reaction,
where the convection front travels slightly faster than the reaction-diffusion front,
although convection can be observed visually.4 Even if we increase the slab width
to place the system further above the onset of convection, we still observe a single
convective roll. But if we tilt the slab slightly (see below), we observe two counterrotating rolls similar to those in the ascending waves. The above results show that
the critical point for the onset of convection is dependent on the absolute density
change as well as the density gradient. The ascending and descending waves have
the same absolute density change but quite different density gradients, leading to
different critical widths.

2.4.3 Horizontal and tilted slabs
For a horizontal slab, convection always exists because of the existence of the
horizontal density gradient.19 For a small slab width of 0.06 mm, we still observe a
steady nonzero velocity field, even though the effect of convection on the chemical
30
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wave speed is negligible. Similar to upward propagation, we observe two counterrotating rolls traveling with the chemical waves (Fig. 2.7(a)). The chemical wave
speed increases with the slab width monotonically as shown in Fig. 2.8. The sharp
difference between Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.8 also confirms that there is a critical width
for the vertical slab but no critical w idth for the horizontal slab.
We also carry out a systematic calculation for tilted slabs for three different
slab widths: d\ = 0.32 mm (below the onset of convection), cfe = 0.47 mm (above
the onset), d3 = 0.54 mm (well above the onset). For any tilted slab, convection
is always present. The chemical wave attains a maximum speed at a angle which
depends on the width (Fig. 2.9). We find these angles are 18.6°, 27.3°, and 30.3°
for di, do, and d$ by using a least-square fit. Here we define 6 = 0° for waves in
a horizontal slab and Q = 90° for ascending waves in a vertical slab. This effect
has been observed experimentally by Nagypal et al.° for fronts in the chloritethiosulfate reaction and has also been reported in the numerical simulations in
the iodate-arsenous acid reaction.9 They proposed a qualitative explanation. Since
the tilted tube provides a wider cross section for a horizontal plane, convection
appears as it does in wider tubes. However, the tilted walls inhibit motion in the
vertical direction, effectively slowing the front speed. The competition between
these effects provides an angle for maximum speed away from the vertical and
horizontal directions.

2.4.4 Heavier reacting fluid ({3 < 0)
Up to now, our discussion has been restricted to (3 > 0. If /3 < 0 in Eq.
(2.8), the reacting fluid will be heavier than the remaining fluid and the tail will
be unstable instead of the front for ascending waves. In fact, the system behavior of
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Fig. 2.8 Chemical wave velocity as a function of the slab width for a horizontal
slab. Convection is always present and the chemical waves always travel with speed
greater than reaction-diffusion waves.
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Eqs. (2.10-2.13) is only dependent on the product of g and (3. Reversing the sign
of 0 is equivalent to changing the direction of gravity. In other words, for 0 < 0,
the results for ascending (descending) waves will be the same as the results for
descending (ascending) waves with j3 > 0.
We can apply the same argument to the horizontal slab. The mirror image
of Fig. 2.7(a) is Fig. 2.7(b) but with the gravity directing upward. As reversing
the sign of both f3 and g simultaneously will not change the system behavior, the
system with (3 < 0 should, and does have a solution as in Fig. 2.7(b). If /? > 0, we
observe the waveform as in Fig. 2.7(a). If (3 < 0, we obtain the waveform as in Fig.
2.7(b). The stability requirement precludes the occurrence of the other waveform.
We can see that the heavier fluid moves down and the lighter goes up in both cases.
Therefore, two cases with different signs of 0 will have the same dependence of the
chemical wave velocity on slab width as well as the same fluid velocity field. The
only difference is the waveshape and the direction of the velocity field. Based on
this fact, we can determine the sign of 0, which gives the chemical-composition
dependence of the density, just by observing the shape of wavefronts for the BZ
reaction in a petri dish.

2.4.5 Comparison W ith Experiments
Our above results are consistent with the experiments in petri dishes by H. Miike et a/.,6 in which they measured the flow velocity distribution by two-dimensional
spectrophotometer and observed the shape of wavefront. In the their experiments
for the Fe2+- and Ce3+-catalyzed BZ reaction, H. Miike et al.6 observe the shape
of the wavefront as in Fig. 2.7(b) instead of as in Fig. 2.7(a). In fact, they drawn a
graph almost identical to Fig. 2.7(b) in their papers.6 According to our results, this
34
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implies that the reacting fluid is heavier than the remaining fluid {0 < 0) in these
experiments. The estimates by Pojm an et al.2 for the Fe2+- and Ce3+-catalyzed
BZ reaction based on the molar volume change also give the same result (0 < 0).
In their experiments in the petri dish with a liquid layer thickness 0.85 mm, the
chemical wave velocity is about 7.8 mm/min, and the largest fluid velocities of the
first roll and the second roll are 7.5 m m /m in and 3.0 mm/ min respectively. In our
calculation, the wave velocity for d = 0.50 mm is 10.55 m m /min and the largest
velocities of the two rolls are 2.60 mm/min and 1.98 m m/m in. Considering the
uncertainty in param eter value and widely-varying /?, a quantitative comparison is
insignificant. Nevertheless, it shows that the existence of two rolls with the flow
velocity comparable to the velocity of the chemical waves. This result also confirms
their assertion th at this kind of hydrodynamic flow can be produced exclusively
by chemical waves. It also shows that the behavior of BZ reaction is catalystdependent.13 O ur result can be further verified by doing the experiment in a petri
dish for the Mn2+-catalyzed BZ reaction. We predict th at the wavefront as in Fig.
2.7(a) should be observed instead of that in Fig. 2.7(b).
A detailed numerical comparison shows some disagreements between the ex
periments and our results. The spatial scale of the convective flows in the exper
iments is much more extended than in our results. Experimentally, the scale of
convective flows is about 1 cm, while it is only about 2 mm in our results. The
difference of the largest fluid velocities between two rolls in the experiments is also
larger than in our results. We think these disagreements originate from our as
sumption in Eq. (2.8). B etter numerical agreement w ith the experimental results
may follow by considering the dependence of density on v.
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2.5 D iscussion
The presence of a curved front with traveling convective rolls distinguishes
this problem from the classical Rayleigh-Taylor problem. In that problem, two
immiscible fluids are placed one on top of the other with surface tension providing
the stabilizing mechanism. In our case, the reaction-diffusion mechanism provides
a propagating pulse of different density placed between two fluids of the same
density. For small tubes, the no-slip boundary condition and the eikonal equation
suppress convection. In tubes of larger diameters, the interaction between the
stabilizing (reaction-diffusion) and destabilizing (buoyancy) mechanisms leads to
the traveling convective rolls. This is not possible in the Rayleigh-Taylor problem
because the two fluids are immiscible. This type of convection is also different
from Rayleigh-Benard convection because the convective rolls travel with constant
speed and because the instability is driven by a nonlinear pulse profile and not by
a linear temperature gradient.
The pulse structure in the BZ reaction also separates the problem from pre
vious calculations of the front structure in the iodate-arsenous acid system. The
most striking difference is th a t here we have two counter-rotating rolls traveling
with the chemical waves, while for the front structure in the iodate-arsenous acid
system, there is only one convective roll. For the iodate-arsenous acid system, the
descending waves are always stable; while for the pulse structure in the BZ reac
tion, both ascending and descending waves are unstable (either at the front or at
the tail) if the slab width is greater than certain critical widths.
By coupling hydrodynamics with the standard reaction-diffusion equations,
we predict an increase of chemical wave speed as well as a deformation of the front
in the BZ reaction. The increase in speed is due to two counter-rotating rolls
36
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traveling with the deformed waves. The shape of the front can be explained by
the balance between the eikonal relation and the convective flows. For horizontal
slabs, we can determine the effect of change in chemical composition on the density
by the shape of the front. Two different shapes represent two different density
profiles. Our model also shows the existence of an angle for maximum front speed
in tilted slabs. Our results agree qualitatively with the existing experiments. We
also suggest some simple experiments to test our results. This work shows that
convective enhancements are im portant when comparing reaction-diffusion models
with experiments.
Better agreement with the experiments could be achieved by studying the
cylindrical geometry. This problem requires treatment in three spatial dimensions
which is considerably more difficult. The dependence of density on v and the effect
of reaction heat release should also be considered. Many problems remain open
for the convective chemical wave propagation in the BZ reaction. Among these are
convective flows induced by target patterns and spiral waves, the effect of surface
evaporative cooling and surface tension, and the occurrence of oscillatory flows.
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C h a p te r 3 C o n v e c tio n P a t t e r n T ra n sitio n
in th e Io d a te -A rse n o u s A c id R e a c tio n

3.1 T ra n s itio n o f C on v ectio n P a tte r n s
The effects of convection on chemical wave propagation have been observed
experimentally in several systems, including the Iron-nitric acid reaction,1 the
chlorite-thiosulfate reaction,2 the Belousov-Zhabotinsky3 reaction and the iodatearsenous acid reaction.4 In these systems, convection enhances the chemical wave
speed and affects the curvature of the front. Convection develops due to density
gradients induced by either compositional or therm al gradients. Thermal effects
are very im portant in systems that exhibit double-diffusive convection such as the
Iron-acid system. In the case of the iodate-arsenous acid reaction, the thermal
length scale is large compared to the convective length scale, thus the fluid can be
considered as having uniform tem perature with convection being driven solely by
the chemical gradient °. In this system, as the front propagates upward in capillary
tubes, the front is either flat, axisymmetric or non-axisymmetric depending on the
diameter of the tube.
A linear stability analysis for convectionless flat fronts showed that the tran
sition to convection should be non-axisymmetric in cylinders.6 Nonlinear numer
ical studies near the onset of convection in a two-dimensional slab obtained nonaxisymmetric convective fronts.7 Axisymmetric fronts were not obtained since the
model was limited to a regime close to the onset of convection. It was clear that
to study axisymmetric fronts the model had to be extended to regimes away from
onset and a new numerical scheme was needed to deal with the long computations.
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In this chapter, we use the similar as the previous chapter to study convection pat
terns and their transition far above the onset of convection in the iodate-arsenous
acid reaction. We begin with an introduction to the basic equations governing the
system and the results obtained in the linear stability analysis. We then described
our numerical simulation approach. Our results are compared with previous linear
and nonlinear analysis where appropriate. We relate our work to current experi
ments and suggest new experiments to test our results.
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3.2 G o v ern in g E q u a tio n s a n d L in e a r T h e o ry
3.2.1 Basic Equations
The convectionless front propagation in the iodate-arsenous acid reaction with
arsenous acid in stoichiometric excess can be described by a one-variable reactiondiffusion equation8:

dc

= £>V2c —a c ( c - co)(c — c3).

(3.1)

Here D is the molecular diffusivity, c is the iodide concentration ([/"]). c2 is the
initial concentration of iodate ([/O^"]), c3 is the ratio of two reaction rate constants:
c3 = ka/kb and a = kb[H+}2. For the current calculation, we choose D = 2.0 x
10~5cm2sec-1 , co = 5 .0 x l0 ~3 M. cz = —1.0x10“ °. a = 3.45xl04 sec- l M ~l . W ith
these parameters, the convectionless reaction-diffusion wave front has a constant
speed of 0.029 mm/sec.
To describe the effects of convective fluid motion, we couple the reactiondiffusion equation to the Navier- Stokes equation:

~ +
at

V ) V = f ^ - 2 2 - g - — V P + v V 2V ,
po
Po
V •V = 0

,

dc
—
— + V -V c = D V 2c - ac(c - c2)(c - c3).

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

Here V is the fluid velocity, P is the reduced pressure and is related to the pressure
by P = p— p$gz, g = —gz is the acceleration of gravity (g = 980 cm-sec~2) in
the vertical z direction, u is the kinematic viscosity (u = 9.2 x 10~3cm2-sec_ l ),
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and po is the density of the reacted fluid. Here we have used the Boussinesque
approximation th a t includes the density difference only where it modifies the large
gravity term .7 In this chapter, we only consider the density difference induced by
the change in chemical concentration. Previous work has shown th at even though
the reaction is exothermic and the density differences due to therm al expansion and
chemical composition are comparable, the convective length scale is much smaller
than the length scale of the temperature change,5 thus has m inor effect on the
convective propagation of the fronts. This allows us to neglect the heat equation
as long as we set the tem perature of the fluid above the front a t the same higher
temperature of the fluid below the front. As the density difference induced by the
chemical composition is expected to be small, we assumed a linear dependence of
the density on the iodide concentration c:
p = Po[l - 0(c - c2)]

.

(3.5)

Here po is the density of the reacted fluid. The coefficient of the linear expansion
(0) is obtained from the experimental measurements of the isotherm al fractional
density difference (S = 0.84 x 10-4 ) between the unreacted and reacted fluids,
0 = 8 /co. Its value is given by 0 = 1.7 x 10- 2M-1 .
A complete description of the experiments performed in test tubes requires
the use of a cylindrical geometry. To treat this geometry, we will have to solve the
equations for a three dimensional fluid

flow which is a very complicated problem.

Instead weconfine our attention to the two-dimensional slab and expect to obtain
semiquantitative results for the transition between convective patterns above the
onset of convection. In this case, the continuity equation (Eq. 3.3) allows us to
introduce a stream function ip defined by the relations
K

- g .
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,M

The vorticity ui is defined as
u> = V 20

(3.7)

,

and Eqs. (3.2-3.3) can be rew ritten as
dui

d( r p, u>)

dt

d ( x , z)

d c _ d( i p, c)
dt

+ (3gz -^ + v V 2uj

(3.8)

,

4- D V 2c —a ( c —Co) { c — C3) .

(3.9)

d (x , z) +

Here we have defined
d { f i . / 2)
d(x, z )

<9/i d f 2
5a:

df2 dfi
dx

(3.10)

dz

We impose viscous boundary conditions (no fluid velocity) and no chemical flow
at the walls. For an initial chemical concentration and fluid velocity the evolution
of the system is determined by Eqs. (3.7-3.9). This set of equations is highly
nonlinear and no exact analytical solution is known.

3.2.2 Results of Linear Theory
The linear stability analysis of the flat front was carried out in previous work.9
We first considered a laterally unbounded front and introduce a small perturba
tion of fixed wavelength. It is found that ascending flat fronts are unstable to
perturbations of wavelengths greater than a critical wavelength. This explains the
presence of convection in vertical capillary tubes of diameter larger than this critical
wavelength. This linear stability analysis was carried out using a thin front ap
proximation. In this limit, the reaction-diffusion equation is replaced by an eikonal
relation between the normal velocity of the front C and its curvature

k:

C - h ■V \f = C0 - D k .
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(3.U)

Here CQ is the flat front speed, V \f is the fluid velocity at the reaction front, and
n the unit vector perpendicular to the front pointing into the unreacted fluid. The
second term on the left hand side accounts for the effect of fluid motion. The
eikonal relation provides the stability mechanism for the propagation of chemical
fronts since it tends to lower the hills and raise the valleys. It is the competition
between the stabilizing eikonal relation and the destabilizing fluid buoyancy that
results in a stable convective curved front. A numerical linear stability analysis
using the reaction-diffusion equation showed that the eikonal relation is an excellent
approximation.10 A linear stability analysis on the two-dimensional slab and on the
three-dimensional cylinder using no-slip boundary conditions 6,11 were performed.
It is found that the dimensionless driving param eter
S = 5gd?/uD

(3.12)

involving the cylinder radius d (or slab width d) and the corresponding fluid pa
rameters completely determines the stability of planar fronts.

This parameter

measures the strength of buoyancy, which tends to destabilize a flat front in favor
of convection, as opposed to curvature effects which tend to flatten the front. This
theory predicted that planar ascending fronts in vertical cylinders are unstable to
nonaxisymmetric convection for S > S c = 87.9 and to axisymmetric convection
for S > S s = 370.2. Similar calculations for the bounded slab gave the result of
Sc = 371.5 and S 3 = 1805.5 for nonaxisymmetric and axisymmetric convection
respectively. Using these critical values for S and the experimental values of the
physical parameters, the critical slab widths for nonaxisymmetric and axisymmet
ric instability are dc = 0.929 mm and ds = 1.574 mm. We will compare these
results with our numerical simulations.
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3.3 N u m e ric a l Schem e
The system of Eqs. (3.7-3.9) was solved numerically in a two-dimensional slab.
Viscous boundary conditions require no fluid velocity and no chemical flow at the
walls. T he convectionless reaction-diffusion equation (Eq. 3.1) can be solved effi
ciently by employing a rectangular grid on the spatial domain. The time evolution
can be obtained with either an implicit or explicit Euler method. Once coupled
to the Navier-Stokes equations the difficulty of the numerical simulation lies in
solving Eq. 3.7, which is a Poisson equation. We used the same finite expansion as
described in Sec. 2.3.1 to numerically solve this time-dependent Poisson equation.
In the iodate-arsenous acid reaction, we observed the same advantage as in the BZ
reaction. This algorithm not only provides faster convergence, but also provides us
the possibility of discovering components of the complex convection far away from
the onset of convection.
In our numerical simulation, we use a flat chemical front solution plus some
small random perturbation near the front as our initial chemical concentrations.
All initial values of ijj and uj are set to zero. Because of the hydrodynamic instability
the fluid velocity gradually increases as the system evolves. It eventually reaches
a steady value in a frame co-moving with the chemical front. O ur calculations
were carried out using a four-term truncation as well as an eight-term truncation,
depending on the parameter region we explored. When the system is slightly above
the onset of convection, the results obtained with a one-term truncation are not
much different from a four-term truncation. As the system is set further above the
onset of convection, the fluid velocity field become more complicated, and more
terms are required to ensure an accurate result. The accuracy of the truncation
was guaranteed by analyzing the maximum value of the last truncated term. In all
46
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our calculation, the maximum value of the last truncated coefficient is less than 1%
of the leading coefficient. This criteria is satisfied with a four-term truncation for
widths d < 2.0 mm and with an eight-term truncation for widths 2.0 < d < 6.0 m m .
We have further checked a sample of our results using the GENBUN subroutine
without observing any significant differences with our method. The finite term
truncation is faster than the GENBUN subroutine by a factor of 3.2 for the fourterm and 2.3 for the eight-term truncation. The truncation also allowed us to study
the contributions of different modes to the fluid flow. It also helped in computing
unstable and metastable states.
All our calculations are run on meshes of sizes 25 x 200,40 x 300, and 50 x 400,
depending on the slab width. In the horizontal direction, Ax should not be too
small in order to accurately represent the functions Sm(x) and Cm (x). At the same
time, the spatial domain in the direction of propagation should be long enough to
allow for the front to propagate and to reduce possible interactions with the upper
and lower boundaries. We verify our selection of mesh size by doubling its size
while keeping the physical space the same and comparing both results. In the
experiments the front propagates in long tube without interacting with the ends _
of the tube. In the simulations the front is allowed to propagate a small distance
and then it is shifted back to the center of the mesh, introducing unreacted steady
fluid on the top of the slab to cover for the shift. This procedure is justified as long
as the upper and lower boundaries are away from the front.
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3.4 R e su lts
3.4.1 Convection Pattern Transition
We investigate the onset of convection for chemical fronts propagating upward
in a vertical slab of width d in the iodate-arsenous acid reaction. Our numerical
results are summarized in Fig. 3.1 where the ascending chemical wave speed (Vf)
is plotted as a function of the slab width. The solid line in Fig. 3.1 represents the
speed of the globally stable chemical wave. If d < 0.92 mm, the ascending wave
travels upward with the same speed as the convectionless reaction-diffusion wave
(t//=0.029 mm/sec). For slab widths between 0.92 mm and 2.75 mm the wave
speed increases as the slab width increases. The increase rate of chemical wave
speed over slab width slows down as the width approaches to 2.75 mm b ut the rate
increases again as the width is further increased.
The shape of the wave and the fluid flow also vary as a function of the slab
width. For ascending waves in slabs of width d < 0.92 mm the reaction front is flat,
no fluid motion is present, and the chemical wave speed corresponds to the speed of
the reaction-diffusion front. As the width is increased beyond 0.92 mm, convection
sets in and the speed of the chemical wave increases. For convective waves close
to the onset of convection, the shape of the front is almost anti-symmetric with a
single convective roll traveling with the front as shown in Fig. 3.2. In this region,
fluid rises on one side of the slab and falls on the opposite side, resulting in a chem
ical front higher on one side and lower on the other. As the slab width increases,
the increase of speed slows near d = 2.75 mm with the rate of increase (dvf/dd)
almost zero near this point. We will see that this point is a critical point for a
transition into a completely axisymmetric front. In Fig. 3.3 we show a chemical
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Fig. 3.1 Chemical wave speed as a function of the slab width d. Below the onset
(d < 0.92 mm), chemical waves have a constant speed of 0.029 mm/sec. For widths
0.92 mm < d < 0.275 mm, the nonaxisymmetric fronts are dominant. Above the
second critical point (d3 = 0.275 mm), the chemical waves become completely
axisymmetric. The solid line (•) represents the globally stable state. The dashed
lines represent the unstable purely nonaxisymmetric state(o) and the metastable
completely axisymmetric state(o).
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Fig. 3.2 Fluid velocity field and the wave front shape for an ascending wave in a
vertical slab of width d = 1.2 mm. The front is higher on one side and lower on
the other side. A single convective roll is observed.
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a vertical slab of width d — 2.5 mm. The fluid field is composed of both the
nonaxisymmetric modes and axisymmetric modes.

A second convective roll is

emerging near the right wall.
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wave on a slab slightly below d = 2.75 mm. For this width (d = 2.5 mm), the fluid
rises near the center of the slab and falls near the walls, leading to a chemical front
higher away from the walls. We observed two convective rolls comoving with the
front. However, one roll is stronger than the other and consequently, the front is
not completely axisymmetric. The region for rising fluid is wider than the region
for falling fluid, but the velocity of the rising fluid is weaker compared to the
velocity of the falling fluid. At this point, the system is close to the second critical
point (ds = 2.75 mm) and close to becoming completely axisymmetric. Above
ds the front becomes completely axisymmetric with the highest point of the front
at the center of the slab (Fig. 3.4). There are two identical but counter-rotating
convective rolls traveling with the front. The reacted lighter fluid rises at the
center and the unreacted heavier fluid falls near the vertical walls, resulting in an
axisymmetric front. As we further increase the width, the amplitude of the curved
front increases and eventually becomes a long finger (Fig. 3.5). A finger is here
defined as an axisymmetric wavefront with its length longer than its width. Our
nonlinear calculations agree with the linear theory based on the eikonal relation
(Eq. 3.11). The linear theory predicts the onset of convection near dc = 0.92 mm
which is consistent with our numerical results. It also predicts that the flat front is
unstable to axisymmetric perturbations near ds = 1.57 mm where we find a mixed
state with both axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric components.
We show (Fig. 3.5) the evolution from a flat front to a steadily propagating
curved front for d = 5.0 mm in Fig. 3.6. Initially (£ = 0 min) the system is set
to the convectionless flat front with a very small random perturbation near the
front and no fluid flow. At t = 0.5 min the front is still flat but the fluid velocity is
growing because of the hydrodynamic instability. At this moment, the fluid motion
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Fig. 3.4 Fluid velocity field and the wave front shape for an ascending wave in a
vertical slab of width d = 3.2 m m . The front is completely axisymmetric w ith the
highest point at the slab center. The fluid field is composed of only axisymmetric
modes and consist of two counterrotating rolls.
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is not strong enough to modify the shape of the front. At t — 1.5 min, the front
becomes roughly anti-symmetric since the fastest growing unstable mode C i( x )
dominates near the onset.

Between t = 1.5 min and t = 2.5 min, both non

axisymmetric and the axisymmetric modes grow and compete with each other. At
first the non-axisymmetric modes are dominant. Later the axisymmetric modes
become stronger and dominate. The sharp cusp at the left side of the front is due
to the wave collision. At t = 3.5 min, the wave becomes almost axisymmetric but
is still evolving. At this moment, the left and right sides of the front are not at the
same height, consequently the front is not completely axisymmetric. At f = 4.5
min, the front eventually becomes axisymmetric and after that the wave will keep
on propagating with the same speed ( Vf = 0.115 mm/sec).
During the transient process the chemical wave speed is not well defined since
its shape is constantly changing. We find instead different local speeds at every
part of the front. By averaging these local speeds, we observe a general tendency
for the evolving front to increase its average speed very slowly between t = 0 —y 1
min. Then it increases very rapidly due to the fast growth of the non-axisymmetric
modes. After that it will gradually decrease to a constant value as the front becomes
dominated by the axisymmetric modes. It is interesting to note that the temporal
scenario of the system is similar to the scenario in parameter space.

As time

increases, the system starts as a flat front, it later becomes nonaxisymmetric, mixed
and then completely axisymmetric.

This is the same scenario that we find in

parameter space as we increase the slab width from zero to d = 5.0 mm.
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3.4.2 Analysis of P attern Transition
We study the transition from the nonaxisymmetric state to the axisymmetric
state by comparing the kinetic energy of the front with the energy of the pure
axisymmetric and pure nonaxisymmetric states. The pure nonaxisymmetric state
is obtained by forcing the coefficients multiplying Sm to be zero on the expansion
Eq. 3.14. The pure axisymmetric state is obtained in a similar way. This technique
can be applied to our theoretical model but it may not have an experimental
counterpart. These states are just obtained to better understand the behavior of the
front as it undergoes the different transitions. The chemical wave speeds for these
states are shown in Fig. 3.1. Due to the different parities and their orthogonality of
the even and odd functions, we can decompose the total kinetic energy associated
with convective fluid motion into the contributions of nonaxisymmetric modes and
axisymmetric modes.
Purely nonaxisymmetric solutions can be found only above d = 0.92 mm. be
low that we find only flat fronts. These purely nonaxisymmetric solutions have a
higher chemical wave speed and higher kinetic energy associated with the convec
tive fluid flow (Fig. 3.7). We test the stability of the nonaxisymmetric solutions,
by using them as initial conditions for the full equations. The system then rapidly
evolves into the stable mixed state, thus we conclude th a t pure nonaxisymmetric
solutions are unstable. Purely axisymmetric solutions exhibit a different behavior
when introducing into the full equations. Purely axisymmetric solutions can be
found only for widths d > 1.68 mm, which agrees reasonably well with the predic
tion of the linear stability analysis 14 for the transition to axisymmetric convection
(ds=1.57 mm). The difference between these two values may be due to the thin
front approximation used in the linear stability analysis. All axisymmetric solutions
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have lower chemical speed and lower kinetic energy associated with the convective
fluid flow. We tested the stability of the axisymmetric state the same way we tested
the nonaxisymmetric state. For axisymmetric fronts on slab widths between 1.68
mm and 2.75 mm, we find th at contrary to what happens to nonaxisymmetric states
the solutions take a very long time to evolve into the mixed state. We therefore
consider these axisymmetric solutions as "metastable” , in the sense that an initial
axisymmetric state takes a very long time to decay to a mixed state (typically more
than an hour in real time).
Metastable states may be observed in experiments by taking an initially stable
axisymmetric front in a slab with d > 2.75 mm and then reducing the diameter
of the tube as the front propagates. For slab widths beyond 2.75 mm, the fi
nal steady state is purely axisymmetric, using either purely nonaxisymmetric or
purely axisymmetric solutions as initial conditions. It must be pointed out that for
metastable purely axisymmetric solution in 1.68 mm < d < 2.75 mm, they have
similar axisymmetric front shape and the fluid velocity field as in Fig. 3.4, except
for smaller front amplitude. For those unstable purely nonaxisymmetric solutions
in d > 0.92 mm, even though they all have a single dominating convective roll, the
front shape is by no way anti-symmetric. This phenomena can be understood by
examining the symmetry of Eq. (3.4) under the transform ation x

~x. Only

for axisymmetric velocity fields, does the chemical concentration function posses
the axisymmetric property. For an anti-symmetric velocity fields, the chemical
concentration does not have the similar symmetry.
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Fig. 3.8 The kinetic energy composition of the convective fluid motion. All unstable
nonaxisymmetric states (o) have higher kinetic energy th an the stable states (•),
while all m etastable axisymmetric states (o) have lower kinetic energy than the
mixed states.
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As the slab width d increases, the axisymmetric modes contribute more and
more to the total kinetic energy (Fig. 3.7). Near the onset of convection (dc =
0.92 mm) almost all of the kinetic energy is generated by the nonaxisymmetric
components of the fluid flow. As d approaches the second critical point ds = 2.75
mm, the percentage of the axisymmetric modes contributing to the total kinetic
energy rapidly increases to 100%. For mixed states (1.68 mm < d <2.75 mm) both
components of fluid flow contribute to the kinetic energy. Mixed states have a
kinetic energy higher than the purely axisymmetric state but lower than the purely
nonaxisymmetric state (Fig. 3.8). The system does not select the lower energy
state as if it were a conservative system. Instead, it selects a state with kinetic
energy in between the other two. The selection mechanism for this transition is
still unknown.
Our results are consistent with experimental results in cylinders. In experi
ments under the same conditions and parameters as we used here, J. Masere et al6
observed flat fronts for d < 1.1 mm and nonaxisymmetric fronts in tubes of inter
nal diameters 1.4 mm and 1.6 mm. Axisymmetric fronts are observed for tubes
of internal diameters 2.3 m m and above. Because of different geometry, the criti
cal points are different. Yet experiments show the same scenarios from flat front,
to nonaxisymmetric, and to completely axisymmetric fronts as the diameter in
creases. Furthermore, the experiments also indicate the change of the increase rate
of chemical wave speed over diam eter. Just above the onset of convection, chemical
wave speed increases as diam eter increases, but significantly slows down slightly
as approaching to the second critical point. Above the second critical point, the
front become completely axisymmetric, the increase rate switches to an even larger
number as compared to the rate before the second critical point. This phenomena
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is observable, but not so obvious in the regular version of iodate-arsenous acid re
action with arsenous acid in stoichiometric excess, whereas this was dram atically
shown in the other version of experiment with the iodate excess, where the change
of increase rate was very large compared with that near the saturation po in t.16
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3.5 D iscu ssio n
By coupling the reaction-diffusion equations with the hydrodynamic equations,
we observe the onset of convection and the transition between convective patterns
from nonaxisymmetric to completely axisymmetric mode. Associated with this
transition we find that the chemical wave speed with a different rate of increase as
we increase the slab width. We expect that the system will eventually evolve into
a turbulent state where there is no longer a steady front propagation. To study
the road to turbulence we need a more accurate and more efficient scheme.
Our simulations in a two-dimensional slab have shown a transition between
patterns similar to the one observed in experiments in vertical cylinders. Even
though the geometry is different, both cases allow fluid motion near the center of
the fluid, and no fluid motion near the walls because of the no-slip boundary condi
tions. The competition between the stabilizing curvature effect and the destabiliz
ing buoyancy effect determines the critical point for convection. Above the onset,
buoyancy and boundary conditions determine the possible convective pattern. The
macroscopic convective fluid flow helps the intermixing of the reactive regents and
speed up the propagation of the chemical front. The balance among the buoyancy
force, curvature effect and fluid flow results in the steady propagation of the front.
It will be interesting to directly simulate the chemical front propagation in the
cylinder. This may be a complicated task due to the three dimensionality of the
flow and the introduction of cylindrical coordinates where the origin is a singular
point. We are currently working on a model based on a front evolution equation
to treat the cylindrical problem.
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C h a p te r 4 C onclusion

By coupling the hydrodynamic equations with the standard reaction-diffusion
equation, we present a theory for studying the onset of convection and the tran
sition of convection patterns in chemical reaction systems. The interaction and
competition between the stabilizing reaction-diffusion mechanism and the desta
bilizing buoyancy effect presents a rich demonstration of convection patterns, and
transitions among them. Through direct numerical simulation of the governing
equations, we find that stable convection patterns may form above the linear in
stability and persistent convection flows travel with the deformed chemical con
centration waves. The onset of convection enhances the speed of chemical wave
propagation by increasing the intermixing of the reaction regents. The deformation
of the wave profile is the balance of the convection flow and the reaction-diffusion
curvature effect.
Even though the detail of the convection patterns depends on the underlying
concentration patterns and the chemical reactions, we found certain s im ilarities
between the convection patterns for the BZ reaction and the iodate arsenous-acid
reaction. Near the onset of convection, both systems exhibit a single roll near the
density front and an anti-symmetric chemical concentration front. As the system is
further taken away from onset, higher order symmetric and anti-symmetric modes
are present in the convection flow, and correspondingly the convective flows con
tains asymmetric two rolls and the chemical waves travel with an asymmetric form.
Far above onset, at another critical point, the anti-symmetric modes become un
stable and the symmetric modes dominates the convection flow. In this symmetric
mode, the fluid goes up in the center and falls near the side walls, and chemical
waves travel in a symmetric finger-like form.
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We have also proposed and used a new finite expansion numerical scheme
to speed up our simulation. This expansion is based on a finite truncation of the
stream function expansion over a complete orthogonal set of functions. The expan
sion is flexible to different boundary conditions in the geometry of two dimension
slab. In our experience, the scheme is much faster than the FISHPAK package.
By projecting the convection flow into a set of components, it also allows us to dis
cover the underlying components of convection as well as provide us the capability
of obtaining meta-stable and unstable solutions.
In our study, we have considered only the density gradient induced by the
chemical compositional change and have completely ignored the effect of reaction
heat. This therm al effect may be important in some extremely exothermic reaction,
in reactions where waves propagate at a high speed or where the composition
density changes is small compared with the thermal change. A recent study of
the thermal effect in the BZ reaction1 indicates that this effect in the BZ reaction
can induce the axisymmetric convection patterns and abrupt acceleration of the
chemical waves. Furthermore, we have not fully explored regions far above the
onset of convection and the dependence of density on v.

A research group in

Canada recently use the same theory and similar numerical m ethod to study the
convection patterns in the BZ reaction far above the onset of convection, where the
experimental observations were carried out2. By using a general density relation
similar to Eq. (2.7), they obtained axisymmetric convection patterns as well as
multiple-finger or mushroom-type patterns far above the onset of convection (d =
3 —¥ 6 mm). For iodate arsenous-acid reaction, a recent study for narrow 3-D
slab using the same numerical scheme, but a slightly different governing equation
where 3-dimensional slab effect are taken into account by averaging the flow in
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the traverse direction, two rolls convection patterns, multiple finger formation and
annihilation, edge suppression and some other complicated patterns have been
observed with large slab width3 {d = 5 —>• 15 mm). The fingering phenomena has
also been observed in experiemnt4.
A complete description of experiments requires a direct simulation of 3D cylin
der tube, which is computationally much more difficult. The patterns near the crit
ical point may be similar between the 2D slab and the 3D tube, but the patterns
in the regime of large supercriticality will certainly depend more on the geometry
and boundary conditions. The direct simulation of convection patterns in 3-D tube
and narrow slab is still a challenge. As more experiment results become available,
using realistic parameter values as in the experiments may provide more insight
into the patterns observed in the experiments. The investigation for the case of
more complicated concentration patterns, such as target patterns and spiral waves,
are an interesting topics. The theory for pattern formation and selection similar
to the amplitude equation need to be developed beyond the threshold.
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C O N V E C T IO N P A T T E R N S IN C H E M IC A L R E A C T IO N S

ABSTRACT

By coupling the standard reaction-diffusion equations with the hydrodynamic
equations, we study the convection patterns in chemical reactions. We investi
gate the onset of convection and the transition of convection patterns induced by
compositional density gradients of chemical wave propagations in the BelousovZhabotinsky reaction and the iodate-arsenous acid reaction through direct numer
ical simulations. We find th a t in a vertical slab the chemical wave causes the onset
of convection above a critical point. The convective flows deform the chemical
concentration patterns as well as enhance chemical wave propagation speed. We
observed several different convection patterns including a single convective roll as
well as double counter-rotating horizontal and vertical rolls. Even though the con
vection patterns depend on the details of the concentration wave profile and the
underlying reaction kinetics, the transition of convection patterns follows a sim
ilar pattern in the vertical 2-dimensional slab: near the onset of convection, the
anti-symmetric mode dominates; as the system is driven further away from the
onset, the convection patterns undergo a series of complicated transitions before
the symmetric modes completely dominate the convection pattern. We compare
our results with experiments and suggest new experiments to test our predications.
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